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Awarded a 2012 AJN Book of the Year AwardCalculate drug dosages with confidence! Use this

multimedia approach to conquer your fears and master the most common math concepts used in

nursing practice today. The latest edition of this AJN Book of the Year award winner makes learning

dosage calculationÃ¢â‚¬â€•even reviewing basic math principlesÃ¢â‚¬â€•fun and easy!The

modules on the CD-ROM, including a basic math review, cover exactly what you need to know for

class, clinical, the NCLEX, and professional practice. All modules have been updated to emphasize

preventing medication errors and safety to meet the National Patient Safety Goals set forth by The

Joint Commission. Explore each module at your own pace and then assess what youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ve

learned with a wealth of practice tests in the included workbook.
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Get the book and the CD. You need both. At least for me anyway...I learned from the book

accompanied with the CD. I'm older than most people in nursing school. But this book and CD went

far...far...in simplifying drug dosage calculations. I went through the book once. And then again I

reviewed certain sections. Become familiar with this book and CD through repeated use and you

should develop confidence with the layout of the material. And of course, confidence is what you

seek when working these problems. The author simplified things. At least for me she did.



I bought this cd-rom book for an extra learning guide for school. I am in the first semester of nursing

school and am required to get a 90% on a medication dosage quiz in order to even pass the first

semester. The next 3 semesters I will be required to get 100%'s. The interactive cd-rom really

brought me back to the basics of fractions and reminded me of things I had forgotten, then showed

me step by step with how to read a dosage calculations question and solve the problem. I passed

the quiz with 100%.

This was required by my nursing school. I have never ever ever had a problem with math. I like

math and I'm good at it. This program will make sure you know the math (it doesn't teach it, but if

you don't know it... you'll need to learn).The problem is: You spend more time figuring out how it

wants you to type in your answers than actually learning. It's a picky program. I wrote down all my

answers on paper for the tests, figured out which ones were wrong, and had to go back and

reformat my answers until it accepted them.

A lot of condensed information however many formulas are out of date. The book does not provide

explanations of procedure so you have to use the CD-Rom. They're easier more accurate ways that

will not lead to errors to perform the calculations.

Was exactly what I needed for nursing! It's the program my school uses and as a mom, it's easier to

utilize this program from home and I loved the practice book it came with

This book made me feel like I was in algebra again but it's an excellent way of practicing.

Love this work book.

It's called Algebra. Don't waste your money.
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